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Clarification for Tumbling

Good form for a round off

-  Arms must straight at the end of the contact phase 

-  The all body must go through the vertical, on the axis of the tumbling track 

-  Legs must join together at 90° 

-  Legs must be straight until 90° 

Specific deductions: 

- Body not through vertical position      0.1 

Good form for a Flic - Flac

-  Arms must straight in flying phases, at the end of contact phase and not too apart 

-  Legs must be straight after take-off and kept together until 90° 

-  Body should be arched according to the element 

-  Legs can be flexed during contact phase 

-  Good rhythm, height and axis 

Good form for a Tempo 

-  Arms must be straight 

-  Legs must be straight and kept together until 90° 

-  Body should be arched according to the element

-  Pike phase should start after 180° 

-  Legs can be slightly flexed during contact phase 

-  Good rhythm, height and axis 

Specific deductions: 

- Pike started before 180°                                 0.1 

- Legs too flexed at the take contact phase        0.1

- At shoulder height                                           0.1

- Above shoulder height                                     0.2

Good form for a Front somersault

-  Trajectory must be according to the exercise 

-  Arms must be straight as much as possible 

-  Legs must be straight and kept together (until 180° if stepping out) 

-  Body should be pike or tucked according to the skill 



-  Landing must be strong 

-  Good rhythm, height and axis 

Good form for a Barani 

-  Trajectory must be according to the exercise 

-  Twisting must not be initiated too early 

-  Arms are straight 

- Legs must be straight and kept together until 90° 

-  Position must be easily recognized, straight, pike or tuck 

-  Good rhythm, height and axis 

Specific deductions: 

-  Twisting too soon 0.1 

Good form for a Back twist linked

-  Trajectory must be according to the exercise 

-  Arms are straight at the end of the element 

-  Legs must be straight and kept together until 90° 

-  Twisting must not be initiated too early 

-  Pike phase should start after 180° 

-  Landing must be strong and twist finished 

-  Good rhythm, height and axis 

- 

Specific deductions: 

- Pike started before 180°                                        0.1 

- Twisting too soon                                                  0.1 

- Twisting finished in the floor                                0.1

Good form for a Back Single Somersault

-  Trajectory must be according the exercise (last skill or seventh before punch) 

-  Height well over the shoulder size 

-  Arms are straight as much as possible 

-  Legs must be straight (except Tuck) and kept together until 90° 

-  Body should be pike, tuck or straight according to the skill 

- Opening should be easily recognizable 

 

Specific deductions: 

-   No recognizable opening before landing               0.1 – 0.3 



- Height at shoulder level                                         0.1

- Height below shoulder level                                  0.2

Good form for a Back Single Somersault with twist

-  Trajectory must be according the exercise (last skill or seventh before punch) 

-  Height well over the shoulder size 

-  Arms are straight 

-  Legs must be straight and kept together until 90° 

-  Twist must not start too soon and finish before landing 

-  Body must keep straight 

- 

Specific deductions: 

- Pike at the end                                               0.1 - 0.2

- Twisting starting too soon                             0.1

- Twisting finishing too late                             0.1

Good form for a Punch Front

-  Trajectory must be according the exercise 

-  Height well over the shoulder size 

-  Arms are straight as much as possible 

-  Legs must be straight and kept together until 90° 

-  Body should be pike, tuck or straight according to the skill 

-  Opening should be easily recognizable 

Specific deductions: 

- Not recognizable opening before landing       0.1 – 0.2 

-  Lack of height and trajectory                         0.1 – 0.2

Good form for a multiple Somersault with or without twist

-  Trajectory must be according the exercise (linking element or ending the pass) 

-  Height well over the shoulder size 

-  Arms are straight as much as possible 

-  Legs must be straight and kept together until 90° 

-  Body should be pike, tuck or straight according to the skill 

-  Opening should be easily recognizable in tuck and pike double somersault without twist 

-  Pike after 180° if linking element 

-  Twisting must not start too soon and must be finished before landing 



Specific deductions:

- Twisting start too soon                                      0.1

- Twisting finishing too late                                 0.1

- No opening in -- o and --<                              0.1- 0.3

- Opening for all other s/s should be based on angle of the upper body just prior to landing

- Clearly under 90°               0.2

- Equal to or close to 90°     0.1

- Over 90°                            0.0

Good landing

-  Landing must show strength 

-  Bending of the knees should not be more then 90° 

-  Come back to the upright position must be fast 

-  No circles of arms or big movement of upper body 

-  No step, no bounce 

- Not turning to the judges before landing is over 

Specific deductions: 

-  Bending of Knees, not fast enough, circle of arms           0.1

- One movement of legs (step or bounce)                           0.1

-  Two movement of legs (step or bounce)                          0.2

-  Three or more movement of legs (step or bounce)           0.3

- Turning to the judges before totally stabilized                  0.1

      

NB:

- The penalty is not connected to the length of step or bounce, but to the number.

- When stabilized, the gymnast can do a step to come back to the upright position without penalization.


